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ABSTRACT 

The works of the other scientists have showed that the change of the size and form of the cells can leads 

to change of their mass-energy and spatial-time characteristics, as well as to switch gene programs of the 

cells from growth to differentiation and to apoptosis. In this direction the idea for control of metabolic, 

spatial-time and signaling pathways in cells via manipulation of volume to surface ratio (namely  shape 

and size of the cells) is developed in manuscript. The base for such manipulation and control on cellular 

functions is existence of linear relationship between the volume to surface ratio (V/S, m) and generation 

time (Tgt, s) in unicellular organisms (n=18): V/S=avstTgt
1.0975 

(R
2
=0.815) and existence of nearly to 

inversely-linear relationship between the volume to surface ratio and mass-corrected metabolic rate 

(P*=P/M, J/s.kg) in unicellular organisms (n=18): V/S = bvsm/P*
0.8796

 (R
2
=0.70). The found relationships 

showed that the metabolic rate and the generation time of the cells are strongly connected to their volume 

to surface ratio. Thus, the manipulation of volume to surface ratio leads to changes of the basal metabolic 

rate and generation time of the cells, and this can switch their gene programs from growth to 

differentiation and to apoptosis. The proposed model is based on universality of the alometric 

relationships simultaneously for unicellular organisms (bacteria, protozoa) and for soma cells of the 

multicellular organisms.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The works of the other scientists have showed 

that the change of size and form of the cell can 

leads to change of their mass-energy, spatial-

time and informational characteristics (gene 

programs). The idea for control of metabolic, 

spatial-time and signaling pathways in cells via 

manipulation of size and shape of cells is 

developed in others theoretical and 

experimental works. On prokaryotic bacterial 

cells Donachie and Begg (1) experimentally 

demonstrated an existence of connection 

between form and size of the cells and their 

gene programs . On Escherichia coli mutants 

the authors have showed that transition from 

rod-shape to spherical and ellipsoidal-shape 
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form of cells lead to change of their generation 

time and growth rate. However, the authors do 

not fully explain the intimate mechanism. A 

similar connection between cell size, growth 

rate and generation time in Escherichia coli 

and Azotobacter agilis is demonstrated by 

experiments of Harvey, Marr and Painter (2). 

On eukaryotic cell (capillary endothelial cells) 

Ingber and co-workers (3, 4) showed that the 

change of cell shape with same volume can 

switch gene programs of cells from growth to 

differentiation and apoptosis –Figure 1. Ingber 

and Folkman (4) have showed that cell shape is 

the most critical determination of cell function, 

at least in the present of optimal growth factors 

and high extracellular matrix binding. Thus, 

cell shape per se appears to govern how 

individual cells will respond to chemical 

signals in their microenvironment, as first 

proposed by Folkman and Moscona (5). Ingber 

and Jamieson have proposed that this 
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mechanism for establishing local growth 

differentials may play a critical role in 

morphogenesis in all developing systems (6). 

The idea for link between cell size, genome 

size (noncoding DNA) and metabolic rate in 

cells is developed by Kosłowski, Konarzewski 

and Gawelczyk (7). The authors proposed that 

accumulation of noncoding DNA may be 

under strong selection toward increase of body 

size, accompanied by low metabolic costs. 

Thus, genome size directly affects cell size and 

indirectly affects specific metabolic rate. 

Indeed, Atanasov and Petrova-Tacheva (8) 

have showed strong alometric connection 

between genome size (C-value) of wide 

spectrum of cells and organisms and their 

metabolic characteristics.  On multicellular 

level (colonial ascidians) a link between 

colonial size and metabolic rate of colony is 

clearly demonstrated by Nakaya, Saito and 

Motokawa (9). By manipulation of colonial 

size authors have showed that the metabolic 

rate and colony size followed the three-

quarters power law.  Meyers, Craig and Odde 

(10) in single theoretical model have showed 

on spherical cells that increasing of cell radius 

leads to decreases of global phosphorylation on 

cellular level and phosphorylated form of the 

substrates (Figure 1).  

 
 Figure 1. Diagrams of connection between cell shape and cell function accordingly Ingber (3) and Nakaya et 

al.(9), and phosphorylation level and doubling time in cells with other shape and size, accordingly Meyers et al. 

(10). 

 

The same authors have showed that transition 

from cuboidal form to sheet-like form of the 

cells (with same volume) leads to increases of 

global phosphorylation levels in the cells and 

in the cell substrates.   
 

What is the mechanism by which the cell shape 

and size exerts its effect on cell function? 

Clearly, the full answer is unknown. In this 

study we develop the hypothesis, the 

manipulation of the cell shape and size leads to 

manipulation of the cell volume to surface 

ratio and in result – the volume to surface ratio 

acts on integral cell functions (metabolic rate 

and generation time) and these actions switch 

gene programs of the cells from growth to 

differentiation and to apoptosis. The support of 

this hypothesis appears some previous works 

of Atanasov (11- 15) in which the author has 

showed that in unicellular organisms and in 

multicellular Poikilotherms, Mammals and 

Aves, the volume to surface ratio (V/S, m) of 

organisms  is connected to the generation time 

(Tgt, s) (or lifespan Tls, s),  and mass-corrected 

metabolic rate (P*=P/M, J/s.kg) by the 

equations: 

 

V/S=avst×Tgt=avst×Tls                       (1)                                    

V/S=bvsm/P*                                    (2) 

                                                                 

where the coefficients avst  and bvsm are 

relatively constant parameters for unicellular 

and multicellular organisms. In Eq.2 the mass-

corrected metabolic rate P* (J/s.kg) is given as 

ratio between basal (or growing metabolic rate) 

P (J/s) and the body mass M (kg) of organism 

i.e. P*=P/M.  
 

The product between the mass-corrected 

metabolic rate P* (J/s.kg) and the generation 

time Tgt (s) or lifespan Tls (s) gives the ‘lifespan 

metabolic potential’ Als (J/kg) of the cells and 

organisms i.e.: 

P*×Tgt=P*×Tls=Als                      (3) 

                                                                        

The term ‘metabolic potential’ is defined 

firstly from Rübner (16) as a universal 

metabolic constant (Rubner’s constant). Later, 

in scientific literature the Rubner’s constant is 

named ‘lifespan metabolic potential’. Lifespan 

metabolic potential expresses the mean value 

of total metabolic energy per lifespan 

exhausted from 1kg body mass of the given 

organism, per lifespan and can be received as 
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ratio between the total metabolic energy per 

lifespan and the body mass of the organism: 

  Als=(P×Tgt)/M=(P×Tls)/M,(J/kg)     (4), 
 

From Unicellular organisms to Poikilotherms, 

Mammals and Aves the ‘ lifespan metabolic 

potential’ ranges about 4 orders of magnitude, 

from 1.0×10
7 

J/kg in Unicellular organisms to 

1.0×10
11

 J/kg in Aves. It appears relatively 

constant parameter, giving in the mind that the 

body mass of the living organisms range 21 

orders of magnitude, from 1.0×10
-17

kg in 

bacteria to 1.0×10
4
kg in big Mammals. 

 

The aim of the study is: 1) to connect the Eq.1 

and Eq.2 with experimental results about 

metabolism and generation time in unicellular 

organisms and 2) by these equations to explain 

the manipulation of signaling pathways in cells 

leading to switch of their gene programs from 

growth to differentiation and apoptosis. 
 

DATA AND METHODS  

The data for the cell mass, volume to surface 

ratio, metabolic rate and generation time in 

Unicellular prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

organisms are assembled from previous works 

of Atanasov (10-15), Holt (17) and Lee et al. 

(18), and are presented in Table 1.  
 

The alometric relationships between 

volume/surface ratio, generation time and 

mass-corrected metabolic rate are calculated 

by statistical program ‘STATISTICA’. 

 

 

Table 1. Data for cell mass, volume to surface ratio, mass-corrected metabolic rate and 

generation time in prokaryotic and eukaryotic unicellular organisms 

Living             Cell Mass   Volume/Surface  Generation     Mass-corrected     Metabolic    

organisms                                 ratio               time                metabolic rate       potential 

                               M (kg)         V/S (m)              Tgt (s)       P*= P/M  (J/s.kg)   Als=P*Tgt (J/kg) 

Prokaryotes  
1.Hemophilus         1.0×10

-17
      4.12×10

-8
        1.2×10

3
              5.0×10

5                       
    6.0×10

8        

2.Diplococcus       3.8 ×10
-16         

1.37 ×10
-7             

1.52×10
3
           1.335×10

5
             2.03×10

8
  

3. Escherichia       3.9 ×10
-16         

1.38 ×10
-7               

1.8×10
3
            1.301×10

5
              2.34×10

8 

4.Nitrobacter         5.0×10
-16           

1.5 ×10
-7                 

3.6× 10
3
               1.2×10

5
              4.32×10

8
 

5.Shigella               7.1 ×10
-16          

1.68×10
-7               

1.38×10
3
            1.12×10

5
            1.545×10

8
 

6.Staphylococcus   7.8×10
-16

         3.7×10
-7

          3.6×10
3
                9.0×10

4
             3.96×10

8       
  

7.Azotobacter         2×10
-15  

      2.365×10
-7

          3.6×10
3
              2.79×10

4 
            1.00 ×10

8       
            

 

8. Bacillus              4.3 ×10
-15          

3.05×10
-7               

3.0×10
3
               7.1×10

4 
              2.13×10

8 
                                

                     

Eukaryotes  
9.Saccharomyces     2×10

-14
        5.05×10

-7
          7.2×10

3
               4.5×10

3
             2.88×10

7
                 

                 
 

10.Flagellata            1×10
-13

  
     

    8.6 ×10
-7

         3.5×10
4
             3.47×10

3
           

       
1.5×10

8           
 

11.Mastogophora      1×10
-13

  
     

   8.6 ×10
-7

          3.5×10
4
             3.47×10

3
         

        
 1.5×10

8           
 

12. Euglena               8×10
-12            

3.65×10
-6 

       3.45×10
4
               4.0×10

3
       

   
      3.7×10

8           
            

 

13.Chlamydomonas  4×10
-12              

2.9×10
-6 

          4.0×10
4
            1.273×10

3
       

   
   7.33×10

7            
                  

                 
           

 

14.Tetrahymena        2×10
-11            

4.94×10
-6            

   4.5×10
4
             6.0×10

3
              1.58×10

8
        

   
                  

                 
           

 

15.Paramecium         4×10
-10

      1.33×10
-5

         8.64×10
4
              4.0×10

3
        

    
    5.83×10

8
        

   
            

                 
              

16.Pelomyxa              1×10
-9                

1.8×10
-5            

12.96×10
4
             3.0×10

3
        

     
    3.9×10

8
        

   
           

                 
             

 

17. Amoeba                2×10
-8

       4.83×10
-5

        17.28×10
4
            2.89×10

3
       

             
5.0×10

8    
             

 

18.Stentor                   8×10
-8

        7.6×10
-5

         21.00×10
4
            1.07×10

3
        

   
    1.85×10

8   
              

 

 

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 

I. Linear relationships between volume to 

surface ratio and generation time, and 

inversely relationships between volume to 

surface ratio and mass-corrected metabolic 

rate in unicellular organisms. 
 

Comparative relationship between volume to 

surface ratio, mass-corrected metabolic rate, 

generation time and lifespan metabolic 

potential for prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

unicellular organisms is present on Figure 2 

in log-log plots. The generation time (Tgt) 

changes linearly as a function of volume to 

surface ratio. The curve of mass-corrected 

metabolic rate (P*) as a function of volume to 

surface ratio has different slopes for 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Lifespan 

metabolic potential (Als) presented by 

horizontal line on the Figure 2 don’t depend 

on volume to surface ratio of the cells. In 

additional, on Figure 3, Figure 5 and Figure 

6 separately are present the allometric 

relationships between V/S rtaio, Tgt, P* and 

Als. 
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Figure 2. Mass-corrected metabolic rate (curve P*), generation time (line Tgt) and lifespan metabolic 

potential (horizontal line Als) of cells (prokaryotes and eukaryotes) as a function of volume to surface 

ratio in log-log plots. 

 

Alometric analysis has shown that a nearly to 

linear relationships between the volume to 

surface ratio V/S(m) and the generation time 

Tgt (s) (or lifespan Tls ) of 18 unicellular 

organisms (8 prokaryotes and 10 eukaryotes) 

in log-log plots holds (Figure 3): 

V/S = avst×Tgt 
1.0975

    with R
2
=0.815         (5)                                                          

 

 where  avst = 3.475 ×10
-11

 (m/s) appears 

relatively constant parameter. 

 
Figure 3. Volume to surface ratio as a function of generation time Tgt  (or lifespan Tls) of the cells. 

 

The biological sense of parameter avst is a 

speed of  growth of volume to surface ratio, 

during growth and multiplication of cells by 

binary. This speed is near to linear speed of 

cell growth (see Figure 4 and Table 2).  

 
Figure 4. The biological sense of avst  as linear speed of cell growth, during multiplication of cells by binary. 

Legend: L- is a distance between the centers of the mother and daughter cells, Tgt – is a generation and the linear 

speed of cell growth corresponds to L/Tgt ratio or V/(S Tgt) ratio. 

y = 1,0975x - 10,459

R
2
 = 0,8146

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

3 4 5 6

Log Tls, s

L
o
g
 V

/S
, 

m
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Allometric analysis has shown that a 

inversely linear relationships between 

the volume to surface ratio V/S(m) and 

the mass-corrected metabolic rate P* = 

P/M(J/s.kg) of 18 unicellular organisms 

(8 prokaryotes and 10 eukaryotes) in 

log-log plots holds (Figure 5): 

V/S = bvsm/P*
0.8796

 with R
2
 =0.70          (6) 

                                                          

where bvsm = 5.653 ×10
-3

 (J·m/ kg·s) are 

parameters with relatively constant values. 

 
Figure 5. Volume to surface ratio as a function of mass-corrected metabolic rate P*= P/M of cells 

(prokaryotes and eukaryotes). 

 

Allometric analysis has shown that 

‘lifespan metabolic potential’  Als don’t 

depend on volume to surface ratio V/S 

(m) and change in narrow window (from 

2.88×10
7 

J/kg to  6.0×10
8 

J/kg) for full 

diapason of volume to surface ratio 

(from 4×10
-8 

m to 7.6×10
-5

m)-  (Figure 

6). The correlation coefficient R
2
 

=0.0015 between Als and V/S ratio is 

very near to zero. 

  
Figure 6.  Lifespan metabolic potential as a function of volume to surface ratio V/S of the cells 

(prokaryotes and eukaryotes). 

 

The calculated on Table 2 linear speed of cell 

growth (vcell) falls in diapason from  1.0×10
-8 

m/s to 1.0×10
-11

 m/s and overlaps with 

diapason of values for the constant parameter 

avst= V/S.Tgt calculated from Eq.5 (see Table 

2). 
 

The parameter bvsm can be made as a product 

between mass-corrected metabolic rate P* and 

volume to surface ratio V/S: 

  bvsm=P*(V/S)                                      (7) 

                                                                             

The biological sense of coefficient bvsm can 

regards as a ratio between basal metabolic rate 

of cells P (J/s), cell surface S(m
2
) and cell 

density ρ=1100 kg/m
3
): 

  bvsm=P/Sρ                                        (8) 

                                                                                     

The values of coefficient bvsm calculated by 

data on Table 3 changes 2 orders of magnitude 

from 1.0×10
-1

 to 1.0×10
-3

 (J·.m/ kg·.s). Thus, 

the coefficient bvsm appears a relatively 

constant parameter, giving in the mind 21 

orders of magnitude difference between the 

cell mass from bacteria to amoeba. 

 

y = -0,8796x - 2,2477

R
2
 = 0,7017

-9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3
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L
o
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Table 2. Data for body mass, minimum and maximum linear size and generation time in prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic unicellular organisms (data by Holt (17), Lee et al. (18) and calculated speeds of 

linear growth presented by linear size and volume to surface ratio of the cells 

Unicellular                       Body mass   Min-max size   Generation time     Speed of growth      

 organisms                           M(kg)              L(m)               Tgt  (min, h)        vcell= L/Tgt = V/S.Tgt 

PROKARYOTES (bold data gives all diapason) 

Mycoplasmatales    2×10
-17

- 2.0×10
-16      

0.1 - 0.6×10
-6

    20min-2.5h          1.1×10
-11

-5×10
-10

 

Mycoplasma arthritidis        4×10
-17

 
              

0.2- 0.5             20min-2.5h          2.2×10
-11

-4.1×10
-10

 

Mycoplasma mycoides         5×10
-17                

0.25-0.33          20min-2.5h         2.8×10
-11

-2.75×10
-10

 

Rickettsiales            2×10
-17

-1.0×10
-15     

 0.1-2.0×10
-6           

  20min-2.5h      1.1×10
-11

-2.75×10
-10

 

Rickettsii  (Brucella)    (0.2-1.0) ×10
-16            

 0.1-0.4
                  

20min-1.0h         2.8×10
-11

-3.3×10
-10

 

Small Chlamydii                   3.0×10
-17                

0.2-0.5           20min-2.0h         2.6×10
-11

-4.1×10
-10 

Haemobatonella muris          2×10
-16        

0.1 ×0.3-0.7          20min-5.0h         3.3×10
-11

-5.8×10
-10

 

Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus  2.5×10
-16              

0.3 × 1.0          20min- 10h         3.3×10
-11

-8.3×10
-10 

EUKARYOTES   2×10
-14

-1.0×10
-8          

5×10
-6

-1.0×10
-3    

3×10
3
-2.0×10

5             
1.0×10

-10
-1.0×10

-8           
 
     

 
 
  

 

Saccharomyces                     2.0×10
-14

        5.0×10
-6

       (3.6- 7.2)×10
3
s           (1.39-0.7)×10

-10
                                   

                  
 

Euglena   8.0×10
-12 

8.0×10
-6 

3.45×10
4
s 

 
2.32×10

-10
       

   
            

                 
             

      
            

Tetrahymena              2.0×10
-11    

 1.0×10
-5    

(2.16-2.88)×10
4
s      

 
(3.5-4.6)×10

-10
       

   
            

                 
             

 
                  

                 
           

Paramecium                       4.0×10
-10               

 1.0×10
-4

               8.64×10
4
s                    1.157×10

-9
       

   
            

                 
           

Pelomyxa                             1.0×10
-9                 

1.0×10
-3

          
    

12.96×10
4
s                    7.716×10

-8
  

  
           

                 
             

 

Amoeba                                2.0×10
-8

           2.0×10
-3

            17.28×10
4
s                    1.157×10

-8
  

 

 

Table 3. Cell mass, cell surface, metabolic rate, (metabolic rate)/surface ratio, and parameter 

bvsm  in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells (by Atanasov 11, 12, 13, 14, 15). 

Living                    Mass          Surface       Metabolic   Metabolic/Surface   bvsm =P*(V/S) 

organisms                                  area              rate                    ratio                  bvsm =P/Sρ  

                              M (kg)          S (m
2
)            P (J/s)               P /S   (J/m

2
)          (J·m/kg· s) 

Prokaryotes (ρ=1100 kg/m
3
)         

1.Hemophilus        1.0×10
-17

         2.2×10
-13

       1.97
 
×10

-11    
         8.95

 
×10

1    
      8.136×10

-2   
        

    

2.Diplococcus       3.8 ×10
-16          

 2.37×10
-12        

5.073×10
-11

         2.004×10
1
          1.822×10

-2
  

3. Escherichia        3.9 ×10
-16      

 2.57 ×10
-12         

5.074
 
×10

-11
         1.974 ×10

1
        1.795×10

-2 

5.Shigella                7.1 ×10
-16     

3.841×10
-12        

7.952×10
-11

          2.07×10
1
            1.881×10

-2
 

6.Staphylococcus   7.8×10
-16

      1.977×10
-12

     8.85×10
-11

           4.477×10
1
            4.07×10

-2       
  

8. Bacillus               4.3 ×10
-15        

1.282×10
-11       

3.053×10
-10

          2.382×10
1 
       2.165×10

-2 
                                

                     

Eukaryotes (ρ=1100 kg/m
3
)         

9.Saccharomyces     2×10
-14

         3.6×10
-11

         8.0×10
-11

             2.222                2.02×10
-3

                 
                 

 

10.Flagellata            1×10
-13

  
    

  1.058×10
-10

      3.47×10
-10

            3.278           
        

 2.98×10
-3           

 

12. Euglena               8×10
-12           

    2.0×10
-9 

       8.56×10
-8

            4.29×10
1
      

   
   3.90×10

-2           
            

 

13.Chlamydomonas  4×10
-12             

1.25×10
-9

        5.09×10
-9

             4.062         
 
     3.692×10

-3           
                  

                 
           

 

14.Tetrahymena        2×10
-11        

    3.68×10
-9       

   2.95×10
-7

          8.015×10
1
           7.286×10

-2
        

   
                  

                 
           

 

15.Paramecium         4×10
-10

         2.7×10
-8

            2.7×10
-6

          9.878×10
1
      

   
   8.98×10

-2
        

   
            

                 
              

16.Pelomyxa             1×10
-9               

  5.1×10
-8           

     3.0×10
-6

          5.94×10
1
          

 
  5.40×10

-2
        

   
           

                 
             

 

17. Amoeba                2×10
-8

         3.79×10
-7

           5.78×10
-5

        1.525×10
2
     

      
1.396

 
×10

-1    
             

 

 

From the ratio between Eq.6 and Eq.5 we can 

express the metabolic potential of cells Als: 

V/S : V/S = (bvsm/P*)/( avst×Tgt)= (bvsm/ avst ) 

(1/P*Tgt) =1.0                                  (9) 
 

After reorganization above ratio we receive the 

equation for the metabolic potential Als:  

  Als=P*×Tgt=bvsm/avst                      (10) 

                                                                                      

In Eq.10 the lifespan metabolic potential Als 

and consequently bvsm, and avst  are relatively 

constant parameters. From Eq.10 we can 

receive the inverse relationship between mass-

corrected metabolic rate (P*) and the 

generation time (Tgt) via lifespan metabolic 

potential: 

      Tgt=Als/P*                                  (11) 

                                                                                  

The Eq.11 shows that with increase of specific 

mass-corrected metabolism P* the generation 

time Tgt degreases, because of the metabolic 

potential Als keep constantly. 
 

Using Eq.10 we can express bvsm as a product 

between avst(m/s) and Als(J/kg) with dimension 

of (J/kg)×(m/s)= (J.m/ kg.s): 

bvsm=avst×Als=Const.                         (12) 

                                                                   

II. A model for manipulation of mass-

corrected metabolic rate and generation 

time in cells via manipulation of their 

volume to surface ratio. 
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We propose that the linear relationship 

between volume to surface ratio and generation 

time, and inversely-linear relationship between 

volume to surface ratio and mass-corrected 

metabolic rate keep validity for all type of cells 

and cell lines i.e. prokaryotic, eukaryotic, soma 

and cultured cells. We propose that 

independently of volume to surface ratio of the 

cells the ‘lifespan metabolic potential’ keep 

constantly. The basic principle of manipulating 

experiments on cells can be formulated as, that 

the manipulation of any one: V/S ratio, P* and 

Tgt always leads to change of others units, but 

keeps lifespan metabolic potential (Als) 

constant (Scheme 1).  

 
Scheme 1. Manipulation of volume to surface ratio leads to manipulation of mass-corrected metabolic 

rate and generation time so that to keeps metabolic potential (Als) as a constant. This leads to switch of 

gene programs from growth to differentiation and apoptosis.     

 

The necessary to keeps the metabolic potential 

(Als) as constant parameter leads to necessary 

to switching gene programs from growth to 

differentiation and apoptosis. For given gene 

program the mass-corrected metabolic rate 

(P*) and generation time (Tgt) change so that 

‘lifespan metabolic potential’ keep constantly 

i.e. Als(growth) ≈ Als(differentiation) ≈ 

Als(apoptosis) ≈ P*×Tgt. The manipulating 

experiments can be explained by Figure 7. 
 

Accordingly Figure 7 the principles of 

manipulating experiments can be formulated as 

followed: 

1. The manipulating of gene programs of the 

cells may realize by manipulation of one or all 

units: V/S ratio, P* and Tgt or Tls. 

2. The change of V/S ratio, P*, Tgt or Tls in 

‘normal’ physiological diapason of values for 

given type of cells leads to switching of gene 

programs from growth to differentiation. For 

low values of V/S ratio the cells shave highest 

P* and lowest Tgt. Under these extreme 

physiological conditions the gene programs 

switch to ‘grow regime’ and utilize the energy 

for short time during the cells growth. For 

middle values of V/S ratio the cells have 

middle metabolic rate P* and middle 

generation time (lifespan) Tgt. These 

physiological conditions are sufficient for 

differentiation, but don’t sufficient for growth 

of the cells. In this case the gene programs 

switch to differentiation. 

3. The changes of V/S ratio, P*, Tgt or Tls out 

of ‘normal’ physiological diapason of values 

leads to switching of genetic programs to 

apoptosis. For high V/S ratio the cells have 

lowest metabolic rate P* for highest Tgt and the 

cells don’t grow and don’t differentiate 

because of the low level of metabolic energy. 

The gene programs switch to apoptosis. 

 

 
Figure 7. The scheme of switching of the gene programs from growth (at low volume to surface ratio) to 

differentiation (at middle volume to surface ratio), and to apoptosis (at high volume to surface ratio). 
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Possibly, the change of volume to surface ratio 

leads to change of others cellular parameters 

connecting to bioelectric control of the cells, 

ion channel permeability and membrane 

voltage (19, 20, 21). For example- for growing 

unicellular organisms Atanasov (22) has 

showed that the coefficient ‘avst‘ and 

respectively membrane permeability 

coefficients (PK+, Na+) for potassium (K+)  and 

sodium (Na+)  ions are directly connected to 

volume to surface ratio V/S ratio and mean 

generation time Tgt of the cells:  

 avst=PK+,Na+=V/(S·Tgt)                                       (13) 

                                                                                             

Accordingly Eq.13 the manipulation of volume 

to surface ratio of the cells leads to changes of 

permeability coefficients for K+ and Na+ ions 

and to changes of membrane potential of the 

cells. As a result, the metabolic rate P* and 

generation time of the cells change too. This 

reflects to the rate of the cell proliferation. The 

reorganization of cell cytoskeleton during 

change of the volume to surface ratio reflect to 

centrioles-nucleus signaling interactions (23, 

24) and affects the gene programs to switch 

from growth to differentiation and apoptosis. 
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